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As Larisa Wiegant put it so elegantly 15 years ago:  
 
“Life has no meaning, you have to give it meaning.” 
 
With every passing year I’m starting to appreciate this more. If you disagree and believe (or 
feel) life has an objective meaning and you also feel like you’ve got a purpose, then 
congratulations! Unfortunately this also means that there is no use in reading this article. If 
on the other hand: 
 

You know the feeling of days when you wake up, but do not feel like waking 
up? In fact, you don’t feel like doing anything? 
 
You know the feeling where you’re doing many fun things, but for some 
reason you don’t really seem to be enjoying any of it? 
 
You know the feeling of the days where you just don’t seem to care? Nothing 
seems to have any purpose or reason. 
 
You know the feeling after a day of intense work, where you just want to lie 
down and do NOTHING. In fact, you don’t even feel like doing nothing either. 
 
You remember the feeling where as a child you could really look forward to a 
specific day/event weeks ahead of time? 
 
You remember the feeling of starting a new year in high school and just knew 
you’d study better, be more organized?  

 
This article is about these feelings, it is about finding emotion when the world seems grey, 
inspiration, passion, lust for life, life energy and a sense of purpose. Without some measure 
of these, no amount of setting goals, time-management-skills or willpower will get you 
anywhere, other than the next grey room. On the other hand, a fierce lust for life will form a 
solid foundation on which your other skills can rest. 
 
 
 
 
 
Throughout this article I’ll assume the is no objective purpose to life, this article is all about 
how to feel there is a purpose to life. So if you sometimes for a longer period of time (≥ 1 
week) experience a lack of lust for life, this article is for you. 
 
  

Emotion Goal Planning Action Willpower 
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1. The big three 
For me the following three guidelines were (are) huge in improving my lust for life. 
 
1.1 Rest 

You know the feeling after 3 weeks of holiday? The one where the world feels easier, you 
feel more focused and have more energy to go? I bet you do. Although foreign lands, time 
with friends and nature certainly help, the main component seems to be: rest. So you don’t 
really need the holiday to recharge, all you need is rest. 
 
With rest I don’t mean: a 45 minute lunch break with colleagues, nor watching Netflix for 1 
hour before going to bed, nor a weekend off so you can catch up on your friends, laundry 
and sleep. I mean a significant amount of time which you can spend entirely just as you like 
(at least 4 hours uninterrupted in 1 week, at the very least 1 day uninterrupted in a month 
and at least 1 week a year) . So without any “should do’s” or “might do’s”, the only purpose 
of your time is to enjoy and consume life with little regard about tomorrow. A full day of just 
sleeping without feeling guilty, playing useless video games for hours, taking a ridiculous 
long walk.  
 
So if you ever feel like missing life energy, what was the last moment you had a significant 
amount of time off? 
 
1.2 Intuition/emotion 

For some people it is really easy to overthink everything and/or overriding emotions with 
other (more useful) emotions. Although useful abilities in some circumstances, when used in 
excess they might lead to reduced life energy. 
 
If “listening to your emotions” and “following your intuition” sounds like nonsensical 
spiritual mumbo jumbo, then I completely agree with you… And this advice is just for you. 
Remember: life has no purpose, and without emotions you cannot even feel like it has a 
purpose. So hone your intuition and your skill in observing your own emotions. 
 
1.3 Choose (/placebo/spiritual) 
If you firmly believe in a god you probably wouldn’t be here. If you’re adept at convincing 
yourself that certain things help to give you life energy or happiness you probably wouldn’t 
be here. But even though we (I?) might slightly look down upon people who believe money 
is a truly worthy goal, they do have got the purpose of life part nailed. So how come that 
some people can derive so much energy from a diet1, a habit or even collecting stamps? 
 
I believe this is because as humans we have a natural tendency to feel like life has a 
purpose… makes evolutionary sense as well. So if after a lot of thought you’ve arrived at a 
feeling that activity X is useless, you’re absolutely right… but also broken in a way . 
Somehow you’ve managed to elevate rationality to a point where being rational has become 
more important than being happy. If that isn’t irrational than I don’t know. 

                                                      
1 “Another thing you can do if you are running low on energy is take herbs and plant substances. Try Gui Pi 

Wan for tiredness due to over work, especially too much mental work. Keeps you going and improves 
concentration. Boosts spleen qi, which means it will also boost metabolism.” – reddit.com/r/getmotivated 
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A way out of this is acknowledging the inherent futility of life but regardless choose that you 
rather still feel like it has a use: there might not be any use in feeling energetic, there is 
definitely no use in feeling lackluster. Choose self-delusion. Yes you can! Yes you have it in 
you . 
 
 

2. The small three 
Although not as all-encompassing as the “big three” the following three guidelines 
frequently help me in finding my lust for life. 
 
Reflect/history 

You know the feeling on December 31st? The feeling of a new beginning, new plan, new 
ideas. Although holiday, rest and friends certainly help, an important component of this 
feeling seems to be: reflecting. Looking back to the last day, week, month, year seems to 
allow you to take a step back and allow you to focus on what is important to you.  
 
So you might want to try taking some time off to look at some pictures from the past couple 
of years, determine if you’re happy with those years, decide on what you want to improve. 
 
Movie/music 

Sometimes good movies/music can speak and electrify the soul2. If this works for you, you 
probably already know. For me the effects are even more pronounced when I avoid from 
low quality-watching/listening (i.e. listening to music while doing something else) and 
instead make it something really special (having plenty of time, cup of tea, snugged in a 
blanked). 
 
Community 

Although I haven’t figured out yet why it works I do find that: being in a smaller group of 
people, spending a lot of time with them, working together with them on a project in a 
structured way really boosts my lust for life. Perhaps it is because you come and depend on 
the others, perhaps it is because you really get to know the good and bad of those around 
you, perhaps it is because you become part of something bigger. For some reason 
community is great for building inspiration by way of feelings of fondness and security. I 
don’t know why. If you do, let me know.  
 

3. The obvious three 
Happiness.  

Practically all things that work to improve your happiness will also improve your life energy. 
Sleep well, having good friends, being healthy, etc… I didn’t go into more details in this 
article because I assumed you already knew all this. If you don’t I recommend reading: the 
how of happiness or following the online course a life of happiness and fulfillment. 
 
Good “achievement” skills 

                                                      
2
 Google for: montblanc beauty of a second 3rd round compilation for my favorite 2 minute example! 
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This article is meant as a starting point where good time-, willpower- and goalsetting skills 
rely upon. But obviously the reverse is just as true, good skills like these will make it easier to 
have more life energy as well. So looking into these might help (articles on this can be found 
on my website, some articles aren’t finished yet). 
 
Inspired/inspiring people 

Title says it (nearly) all. One remark: I noticed that the people whom I find inspiring tend to 
be those that are hard to get close to. So although at a certain point in time I might feel like 
certain people will really be able to inspire me if they become part of my life, it later turns 
out that they haven’t. I noticed that the feeling of “might be inspired by” is actually the 
feeling of inspiration. So (for me) inspiration is like a magic trick, a magic trick is most fun if 
you see it from a distance and don’t know how it works... You might feel like you want to 
know how it works (inspiration), but once you’ve seen it more often and you know how it 
works it often becomes a bit boring. Inspiration seems to work its magic from a distance (sad 
truth of life). Not much point in chasing the rainbow3. 
 

Conclusion 
Let me know what you think: feedback@elivian.nl. Otherwise… have a beautiful day, 
beautiful day, beautiful day . 

                                                      
3
 Feelings of fondness seem more resiliant to close observation. 


